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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
In June 2015, Connecticut lawmakers passed legislation opening a door to
expanded gaming in the state (Special Act).1 This legislation permits an entity
owned by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe and the Mohegan Tribe of Indians of
Connecticut (Joint Tribal Entity) to solicit proposals from municipalities seeking to
host a commercial casino facility (Proposed Casino). By the end of 2015, the Joint
Tribal Entity had received several responses.
To contribute to a broader foundation for discussing expanded commercial gaming
in Connecticut, MGM Resorts International (MGM) commissioned Oxford
Economics (Oxford) to analyse potential economic impacts and highlight key public
policy considerations. MGM commissioned Strategic Market Advisors (SMA) to
provide gaming market revenue estimates as an input to Oxford’s analsyis
(collectively, Oxford and SMA are referred to as the Consultants).
The research consists of an independent assessment of the market potential and
economic impacts of expanded commercial casino gaming in Connecticut under
two scenarios: one with a new casino in North Central Connecticut and the other
with a new casino in Southwest Connecticut. In addition, the Consultants reviewed
the market analysis and economic impact work commissioned by the Joint Tribal
Entity and prepared by Pyramid Associates, LLC (Pyramid).
Our findings have direct policy implications. In particular, each of the scenarios
creates net new tax revenue, jobs, and other economic impacts for Connecticut;
however, the positive impacts of new casinos are anticipated to cause further
reductions at Foxwoods Resort Casino and Mohegan Sun (Existing CT Casinos).
As a result, policy discussions should focus not just on performance of new
casinos, but also on the more important net impact to Connecticut after
considering losses at Existing CT Casinos.
Indeed, when considered on a net impact basis, and in the context of the existing
tribal compacts, the addition of a single casino in North Central Connecticut offers
relatively limited fiscal benefits ($16 million of incremental gaming revenue
contributions to Connecticut, and $17 million of additional state and local taxes).
Locating a casino in Southwest Connecticut would generate far greater economic
benefits than locating one in North Central Connecticut because Southwest
Connecticut offers a much deeper market. We estimate the addition of a single
casino in Southwest Connecticut offers more than two and a half times the net
benefits to Connecticut as compared to adding a casino in North Central
Connecticut. For example, we estimate that the Existing CT Casinos alone will
generate $173 million of annual gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut in

1

State of Connecticut. (2015, June 19). Senate Bill No. 1090, Special Act No. 15-7, An Act Concerning Gaming.
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2019; alternatively, the Existing CT Casinos plus a North Central Connecticut
casino would generate $189 million; and the Existing CT Casinos plus a Southwest
Connecticut casino would generate $243 million.2
Thus, the addition of a North Central Connecticut casino generates $16 million in
incremental payments to Connecticut relative to the baseline, while a Southwest
Connecticut casino, which would serve a much larger source market, is expected
to generate $70 million of incremental payments.
Overall, the study reflects the importance of assessing net impacts, with gains from
any new casino coming partly at the expense of existing facilities, and the
importance of assessing the relative merits of alternative locations.
STUDY METHODS
The study is organized around analysis of three scenarios. These are outlined as
follows:
•

•

•

Baseline Scenario with MA and NY: Casino gaming in Connecticut
remains limited to the two Existing CT Casinos. Expansion of gaming
occurs in Massachusetts and New York.
Scenario 1 – North Central CT: A new casino opens north of Hartford,
proximate to Interstate 91. It assumed to be operated by the Joint Tribal
Entity.
Scenario 2 – Southwest CT: A new casino opens between Greenwich
and Bridgeport, proximate to Interstate 95. It is assumed to be operated by
the Joint Tribal Entity.

For each of these scenarios, we analysed expected gaming revenue and
corresponding economic impacts at Existing CT Casinos and at the Proposed
Casino separately. We then compared each of the expansion scenarios to the
baseline scenario to calculate the net impacts of expanded gaming. Lastly, we
developed a list of key public policy factors based on the results. The following
map provides an overview of the regional gaming market.

2

These calculations assume the existing revenue sharing formula would apply to both the existing tribal casinos, as
well as the new tribal-entity operated commercial casino.
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Fig. 1: Regional map

We have framed our analysis in a way that it can be understood in the context of
the research already prepared by Pyramid on expanded Connecticut gaming. As
part of this approach, we adopted several assumptions from the Pyramid research.
In particular, we assumed:
•
•

gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos in the Baseline Scenario with
MA and NY would approximate $966 million annually in 2019; and,
gaming revenue at the Proposed North Central CT Casino would
approximate $301 million annually in 2019.

We focused the analysis on 2019, representing the first full calendar year of
Proposed Casino stabilized operations assumed in the Pyramid analysis.
Because there were several aspects that Pyramid did not specifically study, SMA
prepared estimates for selected scenario components. SMA’s gaming revenue
estimates were based on a geographically-based method referred to as a gravity
model. To help support comparability, SMA calibrated its model based on
5
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Pyramid’s prior published analysis of regional gaming,3 and Pyramid’s April 2015
estimates of gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos in the Baseline Scenario
with MA and NY, and gaming revenue at the North Central CT Casino. 4 Based on
this calibrated model, SMA prepared estimates for the following scenario
components:
•

•

gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos in the two expansion
scenarios, i.e. starting with Pyramid’s estimates and adjusting for the
competitive impact of the Proposed North Central CT Casino in Scenario
1, and the Proposed Southwest CT Casino in Scenario 2; and,
gaming revenue at the Proposed Southwest CT Casino.

Based on estimated gaming revenue in each scenario, we then assessed the
corresponding economic impacts, including total output, jobs, labor income, and
fiscal impacts, such as gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut. We
summarized the impacts in each scenario, and calculated comparisons to highlight
important net differences.
In our economic impact analysis we evaluated statewide impacts, for example as
casinos purchase goods and services from vendors in Connecticut, and as casino
employees spend a portion of their wages and salaries at local businesses.5 As
part of our analysis of fiscal (tax) impacts, we estimated gaming revenue
contributions to Connecticut within the context of existing tribal gaming compacts. 6
In the expansion scenarios, our analysis includes estimated direct new investment
related to casino construction.
IMPACT SUMMARY
Our analysis of the two expansion scenarios is summarized in the following two
tables. In Scenario 1, with the Proposed North Central CT Casino, our analysis
assumes $1.1 billion of total gaming revenue in Connecticut. This includes $825
million at the Existing CT Casinos, plus $301 million at the Proposed North Central
Casino. Relative to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY, in which the Existing
CT Casinos are assumed to generate $966 million of gaming revenue, this
represents a net increase in statewide Connecticut gaming revenue of $160
million. It also represents a decrease to gaming revenue at the Existing CT

3

Pyramid Associates, LLC (2015) “Northeastern Casino Gaming Update 2015”.
Pyramid Associates, LLC. (2015, April) “Satellite Gaming Facilities in Connecticut: Market Feasibility & Economic
Impact Analysis. Executive Summary.” Submitted to Mohegan Tribal Gaming Authority & Mashantucket Pequot
Gaming Enterprise.
5
In this analysis, total economic impact refers to economic output, which is also referred to as business sales; labor
income refers to employee compensation, including wages, salaries, tips and benefits; and total fiscal impacts refers
to gaming taxes and gaming revenue contributions, as well as state, local and federal taxes.
6
Based on our understanding, any new casino developed as a result of the Special Act would have commercial
status and would not be governed by a tribal compact. However, because no tax or revenue sharing contribution is
stipulated in the Special Act, for the purpose of this analysis, we have assumed that the slot revenue at a casino
operated by the Joint Tribal Entity would be split equally between the two tribes and incorporated into each tribe’s
aggregate slot revenue for the purpose of the gaming revenue contribution to the State.
4
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Casinos of $141 million, which is equivalent to the loss of $0.47 of revenue at the
Existing CT Casinos for each dollar of gaming revenue at the Proposed North
Central CT Casino. In this scenario, the combined facilities support almost 17,800
total jobs in the state, with $917 million of wages, salaries and other labor income
such as tips. Connecticut is estimated to receive $189 million of gaming revenue
contributions.
Fig. 2: Impact summary: Scenario 1 – Proposed North Central CT Casino
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Existing
Baseline
plus North
with MA-NY
Central

Net

Gaming Summary
Gaming Revenue
Direct Casino Jobs
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT

$966
9,266
$173

$1,125
10,380
$189

$160
1,114
$16

$2,036
1,116
920

$2,336
1,307
1,029

$300
191
109

$803
384
419

$917
450
467

$113
65
48

15,699
9,266
6,433

17,779
10,606
7,174

2,081
1,340
741

$403
173
56
174

$462
189
73
200

$59
16
17
26

$0

$553

$553

Economic Impact Analysis
Total Economic Output
Direct Expenditures
Indirect and Induced Expenditures
Total Labor Income
Direct Labor Income
Indirect Labor Income
Total Jobs
Direct Jobs
Indirect Jobs
Total Fiscal (Tax) Impacts
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
State and Local Taxes
Federal Taxes
New Investment
Source: Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics

In Scenario 2, with the Proposed Southwest CT Casino, our analysis assumes
$1.4 billion of total gaming revenue in Connecticut. This includes $716 million at
the Existing CT Casinos, plus $712 million at the Proposed North Central Casino.
Relative to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY, this represents a net increase
in gaming revenue of $462 million. It also represents a decrease to gaming
revenue at the Existing CT Casinos of $250 million, which is equivalent to the loss
of $0.35 of revenue at the Existing CT Casinos for each dollar of gaming revenue
at the Proposed Southwest CT Casino. In this scenario, the combined facilities
support more than 21,400 total jobs in the state, with $1.1 billion of wages, salaries
and other labor income. Connecticut is estimated to receive $243 million of gaming
revenue contributions.
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Fig. 3: Impact summary: Scenario 2 – Proposed Southwest CT Casino
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Existing CT
Baseline
Casinos
with MA-NY plus SW CT

Net

Gaming Summary
Gaming Revenue
Direct Casino Jobs
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT

$966
9,266
$173

$1,428
12,343
$243

$462
3,077
$70

$2,036
1,116
920

$2,880
1,654
1,227

$845
538
307

$803
384
419

$1,121
557
564

$318
173
145

15,699
9,266
6,433

21,433
12,786
8,647

5,735
3,520
2,215

$403
173
56
174

$590
243
98
249

$187
70
42
75

$0

$1,084

$1,084

Economic Impact Analysis
Total Economic Output
Direct Expenditures
Indirect and Induced Expenditures
Total Labor Income
Direct Labor Income
Indirect Labor Income
Total Jobs
Direct Jobs
Indirect Jobs
Total Fiscal (Tax) Impacts
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
State and Local Taxes
Federal Taxes
New Investment
Source: Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics

The net impact of each of the two expansion scenarios relative to the Baseline
Scenario with MA and NY is summarized in the following table. For example, with
the addition of the Proposed North Central CT Casino expected to generate $301
million of gaming revenue, the net impact to Connecticut would be $160 million of
gaming revenue after deducting a $141 million reduction to gaming revenue at the
Existing CT Casinos. The total jobs supported by the Proposed North Central CT
casino would be approximately 2,100, after adjusting for the loss of jobs at the
Existing CT casinos. In contrast, the Proposed Southwest CT Casino would
generate approximately 5,700 jobs, almost 2.8 times as many as the Proposed
North Central CT Casino (based on unrounded figures).
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Fig. 4: Net impact of expanded gaming
Net Impact of Expanded CT Gaming: Oxford Analysis
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

North
Central CT
Casino

Southwest
CT casino

Ratio of scenario
impacts: Southwest
/ North Central

Gaming Summary
Gaming Revenue
Direct Casino Jobs
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT

$160
1,114
$16

$462
3,077
$70

2.9
2.8
4.3

Total Economic Output
Direct Expenditures
Indirect and Induced Expenditures

$300
191
109

$845
538
307

2.8
2.8
2.8

Total Labor Income
Direct Labor Income
Indirect Labor Income

$113
65
48

$318
173
145

2.8
2.6
3.0

Total Jobs
Direct Jobs
Indirect Jobs

2,081
1,340
741

5,735
3,520
2,215

2.8
2.6
3.0

$59
16
17
26

$187
70
42
75

3.2
4.3
2.4
2.9

$553

$1,084

2.0

Economic Impact Analysis

Total Fiscal (Tax) Impacts
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
State and Local Taxes
Federal Taxes
New Investment
Source: Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics

KEY FINDINGS AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
(1) Each of the scenarios with expanded Connecticut gaming creates net
new tax revenue, jobs, and other economic impacts for Connecticut;
however, the positive impacts of new casinos cause reductions at the
Existing CT Casinos. The results include revenue declines and job losses as
gaming patrons are attracted away from existing casinos. As a result, policy
discussions should focus not just on performance of an additional Connecticut
casino, but also on the more important net impact to Connecticut after
considering losses at Existing CT Casinos.7

7

The Pyramid research does not adjust for losses at Existing CT Casinos and therefore does not assess net
impacts.
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(2) When considered on a net impact basis, and in the context of the existing
tribal compacts, the addition of a single casino in North Central
Connecticut offers relatively limited fiscal benefits for Connecticut. We
estimate the net fiscal impact of a Proposed North Central CT Casino at $16
million of incremental gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut, plus $17
million of additional state and local taxes.
(3) The addition of a single casino in Southwest Connecticut offers more
than two and a half times the net benefits to Connecticut of adding a
casino in North Central Connecticut. This holds true in terms of total jobs
(approximately 5,800 jobs with Southwest, compared to 2,100 with North
Central, 2.8 times), labor income ($318 million compared to $113 million, 2.8
times), economic output, also referred to as business sales ($845 million
compared to $300 million, 2.8 times), gaming revenue contributions to
Connecticut ($70 million compared to $16 million, 4.3 times), and state and
local taxes excluding gaming revenue contributions ($42 million compared to
$17 million, 2.4 times).
OBSERVATIONS ON PYRAMID ANALYSIS
We note the following observations on the Pyramid April 2015 analysis.
•

Pyramid did not adjust for the expected negative impact of the
Proposed North Central CT Casino on the Existing CT Casinos, and
therefore fails to present an effective analysis of the net impact to
Connecticut. For example, we estimate that in terms of direct casino jobs,
each 100 jobs generated by the Proposed North Central CT Casino
corresponds to a loss of 42 jobs at the Existing CT Casinos. In contrast,
Pyramid highlights the jobs gained at the new facility without noting
offsetting impacts.

•

Pyramid estimated the gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut
based on an assumed payment rate of 25% of slot revenue without
discussing the implications of existing compacts. In our analysis, we
estimate the incremental gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut in
the context of the existing compacts by assuming the slot revenue of the
Proposed North Central CT Casino is split equally and added to the
individual revenue of Foxwoods and Mohegan Sun. Because, in this
scenario, the Existing CT Casinos are anticipated to be operating below
the revenue threshold required to generate a full 25% gaming revenue
contribution, this assumption results in a lower effective gaming revenue
contribution from the Proposed North Central Connecticut facility
(equivalent to 20.6% of slot revenue) than in the Pyramid analysis.

•

Pyramid was not commissioned to identify the geographic location
for a Proposed Casino that would maximize economic benefits for
Connecticut. Pyramid did not analyze the potential performance of a
single casino in Southwest Connecticut. In its April 2015 research,
10
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Pyramid was commissioned to consider two expansion scenarios, one that
estimates the performance of a casino in north central Connecticut and
another that analyzes a scenario in which three casinos are developed in
north central, southwest, and west Connecticut. Because the single casino
expansion scenario considered by Pyramid assumes a location in north
central Connecticut, it arrives at gaming revenue estimates that are likely
lower than would have been estimated if the casino had been assumed to
be located in southwest Connecticut.

11
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW
In June 2015, Connecticut lawmakers passed the Special Act legislation opening a
door to expanded commercial gaming in the state. This legislation permits a Joint
Tribal Entity owned by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe and the Mohegan Tribe of
Indians of Connecticut to issue a request for proposals (RFP) to municipalities
regarding the establishment of a potential commercial casino facility. According to
the legislation, such a casino facility may not be established until state law is
amended.
The Joint Tribal Entity issued an RFP to potential host municipalities with the
geographic area of consideration specifically limited to Hartford County. By the end
of 2015, the Joint Tribal Entity had received several responses.
To contribute to a broader foundation for discussing expanded gaming in
Connecticut, MGM commissioned Oxford to analyse potential economic impacts
and highlight key public policy considerations. MGM commissioned SMA to provide
gaming market revenue estimates as an input to the analysis.
The resulting study reflects the importance of assessing a wider set of options for
the state, and considering the anticipated “net” impacts of each scenario. This is
accomplished through a study framework that assesses the impacts of expanded
gaming in the Hartford area as well as an alternative location in Southwest
Connecticut, while also adjusting for potential losses at the Existing CT Casinos.
This study framework has important differences from the approach used by
Pyramid in its April 2015 study of expanded gaming prepared on behalf of the
Mashantucket Pequot Gaming Enterprise and the Mohegan Tribal Gaming
Authority. In its April 2015 study, Pyramid did not estimate net impacts to the
overall Connecticut market by adjusting for additional negative impacts to the
Existing CT Casinos and instead only reported the new casino’s gross impacts.
The Pyramid study also did not analyse the potential impacts of a single casino in
Southwest Connecticut and instead only analysed scenarios with a single casino in
North Central Connecticut, or three additional casinos.
1.1.1 Strategic Market Advisors’ role
Strategic Market Advisors (SMA) prepared selected gaming revenue estimates
used in this analysis. As part of this analysis, SMA prepared an analytical model
based on historical gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos and calibrated this
model based on estimates prepared by Pyramid. SMA used this model to estimate
gaming revenue for selected scenario components.
1.1.2 Oxford Economics’ role
Oxford Economics (Oxford) analysed the economic impacts associated with the
baseline scenario, as well as the expansion scenarios. As part of this analysis,
12
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Oxford prepared an economic impact model to quantify impacts generated by the
Existing CT Casinos and potential new casinos. As inputs to this analysis, Oxford
relied on gaming revenue estimates prepared by Pyramid and SMA. Oxford also
prepared benchmarks of casino performance and development costs in other
jurisdictions and drew on its understanding of operating conditions in the Northeast
US.
1.2 STUDY METHODS
The study is organized around the analysis of three scenarios. These are outlined
as follows:
•

•

•

Baseline Scenario with MA and NY: Casino gaming in Connecticut
remains limited to the two Existing CT Casinos. Expansion of gaming
occurs in Massachusetts and New York.
Scenario 1 – North Central CT: A new casino opens north of Hartford,
proximate to Interstate 91. It is assumed to be operated by the Joint Tribal
Entity.
Scenario 2 – Southwest CT: A new casinos opens between Greenwich
and Bridgeport, proximate to Interstate 95. It is assumed to be operated by
the Joint Tribal Entity.

For each of these scenarios, we analysed expected gaming revenue and
corresponding economic impacts at Existing CT Casinos and at the Proposed
Casino separately. We then compared each of the expansion scenarios (Scenario
1 and 2) to the baseline scenario to calculate the net impacts of expanded gaming.
Lastly, we developed a list of key public policy factors based on the results.
The Consultants sought to organize our analysis in a way that it could be
understood in the context of the research already prepared by Pyramid. As part of
this approach, we adopted several assumptions from the Pyramid research, in
particular pertaining to levels of estimated gaming revenue. Additionally, we
focused the analysis on 2019, representing the first full calendar year of Proposed
Casino stabilized operations assumed in the Pyramid analysis.
The following two sections further explain our approach to analysing gaming
revenue and associated economic impacts.
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2. GAMING REVENUE ANALYSIS
This section summarizes the gaming revenue estimates used in this analysis. It is
arranged in four parts:
•
•
•
•

Method
Baseline Scenario with Massachusetts and New York
Proposed North Central CT Casino
Proposed Southwest CT Casino

2.1 METHOD
The Consultants sought to organize the analysis in a way that it could be
understood in the context of the research already prepared by Pyramid. As part of
this approach, we adopted several assumptions from the Pyramid research, in
particular pertaining to levels of estimated gaming revenue. However, there are
several aspects that Pyramid did not specifically study, and in those situations,
SMA prepared gaming revenue estimates for selected scenario components. As a
result, our overall economic impact analysis is based on a synthesis of estimates
by Pyramid and SMA. The following summarizes the components prepared by
each consultant.
As a starting point, we estimated historical performance of the Existing CT Casinos
in 2014 based on publicly reported information. We then used the April 2015
Pyramid research as the source for two assumptions:
•
•

gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos in the Baseline Scenario with
MA and NY is assumed to approximate $966 million annually in 2019; and,
gaming revenue at the Proposed North Central CT Casino is assumed to
approximate $301 million annually in 2019.

Pyramid describes its approach to forming these estimates as based on a gravity
model populated with public data such as population data and information on the
regional gaming environment.
Pyramid’s analysis did not cover several areas that we sought to cover in this
analysis. Specifically, Pyramid did not quantify the impact of the Proposed North
Central CT Casino on the Existing CT Casinos. Also, Pyramid did not analyze a
scenario corresponding to a single Proposed Southwest CT Casino.
To provide gaming revenue estimates for these components, SMA used its own
gravity model, calibrated based on research previously published by Pyramid and
Pyramid’s estimates of gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos in the Baseline
Scenario with MA and NY and at the North Central CT Casino. This helps support
comparability. Similar to Pyramid, the primary gravity model components
considered in SMA’s analysis included: the proposed size of each casino facility
and its competitors; the amenities available at each facility; the regional adult
population; and the distance of that population from each casino gaming
alternative.
14
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SMA prepared gaming revenue8 estimates for the following scenario components:
•

•

Gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos in the two expansion
scenarios, i.e. starting with Pyramid’s estimates and adjusting for the
competitive impact of the Proposed North Central CT Casino in Scenario
1, and the Proposed Southwest CT Casino in Scenario 2; and,
Gaming revenue at the Proposed Southwest CT Casino.

Additionally, as part of its model calibration process, SMA prepared estimates of
gaming revenue by customer origin. In this calibration process, SMA considered
the regional visitation patterns previously published by Pyramid, with secondary
consideration given to other sources of estimated visitation patterns in the region.9
2.2 BASELINE SCENARIO WITH MASSACHUSETTS AND NEW YORK
The Baseline Scenario with MA and NY reflects the estimates originally prepared
by Pyramid in its March 2015 research,10 which were then also reported by
Pyramid in its April 2015 research. These estimates reflect a scenario in which the
Existing CT Casinos are impacted by expected openings of casinos in
Massachusetts and New York. In particular, Pyramid and SMA assumed the
following casinos would open by 2019:
•
•
•
•
•

Plainridge Park: Plainville, Massachusetts (slots-only casino);
Wynn Everett: Everett, Massachusetts, outside Boston (casino resort);
MGM Springfield: Springfield, Massachusetts (casino resort);
Montreign: Thompson, New York (casino resort); and
Rivers: Schenectady, New York (casino resort).

This scenario provides the expected performance of the Existing CT Casinos in
2019, recognizing that the opening of the additional casinos will shift some
patronage away from existing facilities. The following map provides an overview of
the regional gaming market.

8

Gaming revenue in this report corresponds to gross gaming revenue excluding free play given to customers
through promotional efforts.
9
Pyramid Associates, LLC (2015) “Northeastern Casino Gaming Update 2015”.
10
Pyramid Associates, LLC. (2015, March) “Mohegan Sun Casino & Foxwoods Resort Casino: Potential Impact of
Gaming Expansion in Massachusetts & New York.”
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Fig. 5: Regional map

In total, Pyramid estimates that the Existing CT Casinos will generate $966 million
of gaming revenue in 2019. This compares to $1.6 billion of historical gaming
revenue generated by the Existing CT Casinos in 2014 based on Oxford’s analysis
of public documents, representing a decrease of $652 million as shown in the
following table. Based on SMA’s analysis of estimated gaming revenue by
customer origin, the largest decrease is expected among Massachusetts patrons,
who are expected to spend $304 million less gaming at the Existing CT Casinos in
2019 than they did in 2014.

16
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Fig. 6: Actual historical and baseline with Massachusetts and New York
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Actual
Historical
(2014)

Existing CT Casino Performance

Baseline
with MA-NY
(2019)

Difference

Gaming Revenue

$1,618

$966

($652)

Gaming Revenue by Customer Origin
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Other
Total

$776
455
252
77
42
15
$1,618

$549
151
173
61
18
14
$966

($227)
(304)
(79)
(16)
(23)
(2)
($652)

Note: Gaming revenue net of free play, also referred to as gross gaming revenue.
Source: Pyramid Associates, LLC; Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics

2.3 PROPOSED NORTH CENTRAL CT CASINO
In its April 2015 study, Pyramid analyzed the potential for a Proposed North
Central CT Casino proximate to Interstate 91 and estimated such a facility would
generate annual gaming revenue of $301 million. SMA calibrated its gravity model
based on this broadly reasonable estimate, and analysed the corresponding
volume of gamer activity expected to originate in various source markets. Based
on this model, SMA then estimated the expected loss of gaming revenue at the
Existing CT Casinos. These estimates are summarized in the following table.
Fig. 7: Scenario 1 – Proposed North Central CT Casino
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Baseline with
MA-NY
Existing CT
Casinos

Scenario 1: North Central CT
North
Existing plus
Central CT Existing CT
North
Casino
Casinos
Central

Difference
Impact To
Net Impact Existing CT
to CT
Casinos

Gaming Revenue

$966

$301

$825

$1,125

$160

($141)

Gaming Revenue by Customer Origin
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Other
Total

$549
151
173
61
18
14
$966

$211
27
54
2
4
3
$301

$431
143
160
60
17
13
$825

$643
170
214
62
21
16
$1,125

$93
19
40
1
3
3
$160

($118)
(7)
(14)
(1)
(1)
(1)
($141)

Note: Gaming revenue net of free play, also referred to as gross gaming revenue.
Source: Pyramid Associates, LLC; Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics

Relative to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY, performance at the Existing CT
Casinos is anticipated to decline by an additional $141 million due to competition
from the Proposed North Central CT Casino. As a result, the net increase in
Connecticut gaming revenue in this scenario is estimated at $160 million ($301
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million at the North Central CT Casino, minus a $141 million loss at the Existing CT
Casinos).
Pyramid’s April 2015 analysis does not specifically quantify the significant negative
impact to Existing CT Casinos anticipated in this scenario. Indeed, SMA’s
estimates show that for every dollar of gaming revenue at the Proposed North
Central CT Casino, approximately $0.47 would be lost at the Existing CT Casinos.
2.4 PROPOSED SOUTHWEST CT CASINO
SMA analysed a scenario in which a single casino is added in Southwest
Connecticut. This scenario was not specifically studied by Pyramid in its April 2015
report, which instead considered only the scenario of a single casino in north
central Connecticut, or three casinos in north central, southwest, and western
Connecticut.
SMA applied the same gravity model and associated market analysis steps to
assess the performance of the Proposed Southwest CT Casino. This facility was
assumed to be located along the Interstate 95 corridor, between Greenwich and
Bridgeport. SMA noted that a casino in this region is accessible by residents of the
broader New York metro area, which is a densely populated area that is currently
served by only VLT facilities that do not have the games, regulatory environment
or tax structure to operate as full-fledged casino resorts. Additionally, SMA noted
that despite these challenges, the two VLT facilities in the New York metro area
generate substantial levels of annual gaming revenue (approximately $550 million
annually at the Empire City facility in Yonkers, and $800 million annually at the
Resorts World facility in Queens). This performance demonstrates the latent
demand in the immediate New York City area and the potential for a well-located,
accessible casino resort.
Based on this analysis, SMA estimates that the Proposed Southwest CT Casino
would generate $712 million of gaming revenue annually, as shown in the following
table. This estimate includes the assumption that the facility would be permitted to
operate table games, and would operate at a competitive tax rate. SMA found this
level of performance readily supportable by the depth of the surrounding market,
including the expectation that the facility would draw approximately $321 million of
annual spending by New York residents.
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Fig. 8: Scenario 2 – Proposed Southwest CT Casino
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Baseline with
MA-NY
Existing CT
Casinos

Scenario 2: Southwest CT

Difference

Existing CT
Southwest Existing CT Casinos plus
CT Casino
Casinos
SW CT

Impact To
Net Impact Existing CT
to CT
Casinos

Gaming Revenue

$966

$712

$716

$1,428

$462

($250)

Gaming Revenue by Customer Origin
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Other
Total

$549
151
173
61
18
14
$966

$356
7
321
1
1
26
$712

$386
140
106
57
17
10
$716

$742
148
427
58
18
36
$1,428

$192
(3)
254
(3)
(0)
23
$462

($163)
(11)
(67)
(4)
(1)
(3)
($250)

Note: Gaming revenue net of free play, also referred to as gross gaming revenue.
Source: Pyramid Associates, LLC; Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics

SMA also analysed the impact of the Proposed Southwest CT Casino on the
Existing CT Casinos. As estimated, for every dollar of gaming revenue at the
Proposed Southwest CT Casino, approximately $0.35 would be lost at the Existing
CT Casinos. The net impact to Connecticut would be $462 million of additional
gaming revenue.
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3. ECONOMIC IMPACTS
3.1 METHOD
Oxford’s economic impact analysis included the following steps:
(1) Research benchmarks, including the financial and operating profile of the
Existing CT Casinos as well as other US markets.
(2) Develop a financial model of future casino operations at the Existing CT
Casinos and at additional Connecticut casinos considered in expansion
scenarios. This financial model draws on the gaming revenue estimates
prepared by Pyramid and SMA.
(3) Develop assumptions on the gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut.
(4) Use a customized economic impact model, and drivers from the financial
model, to estimate state-wide economic impacts.
The following four sections provide additional background on the methods.
3.1.1 Benchmarks
Oxford prepared several benchmarks for reference in this analysis. One set of
benchmarks consisted of historical performance of Foxwoods Resort Casino
(Foxwoods) and Mohegan Sun, together representing the Existing CT Casinos. To
compile this information, Oxford drew on financial statements released by the
commercial enterprises operating each of the facilities, including reported
employment levels.11,12 Oxford also drew on regulatory reporting, including monthly
slot machine revenue and related gaming revenue contributions to the State of
Connecticut.
As part of this analysis, we evaluated how the Existing CT Casinos had responded
to declines in gaming revenue during recent years. We noted that between fiscal
year 2012 and 2014, each $1 million decline in net revenue had been
accompanied by approximately $640,000 of cuts to operating expenses and
gaming revenue contributions. This is consistent with the expectation that
sustained, long-term revenue declines tend to result in cost cutting, including
workforce reductions.
An additional set of benchmarks was based on the operating profile of individual
casinos in a variety of markets and tax structures. An example of these
benchmarks is provided in Appendix A.

11
12

Mashantucket Pequot Gaming Enterprise (2014, December) “Annual Report”
Mohegan Tribal Gaming Authority (2014) “Form 10-K”
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3.1.2 Financial model
Oxford developed a financial model for this analysis to assess casino operations in
each scenario using a consistent framework of drivers. The key financial model
drivers are summarized as follows. In each case, rather than being a static
assumption, Oxford adjusted the specific driver to reflect the characteristics of
operations anticipated in each scenario.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Non-gaming revenue: Estimated in proportion to gaming revenue.
Payroll expenses: Estimated in proportion to total net revenue.
Labor income: Estimated in proportion to payroll expenses, includes tips.
Casino employment: Estimated in proportion to labor income.
Non-payroll operating expenses: Estimated in proportion to total net
revenue.
Gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut: Estimated based on
existing tribal compacts with the State of Connecticut. These compacts
stipulate a slot machine revenue share subject to certain thresholds, as is
further discussed below.
EBITDA: Estimated based on net revenue, less expenses.
New investment: Representing the cost to develop a new casino. Also
referred to as project cost. Estimated in proportion to net revenue and
EBITDA.
Construction costs: New investment excluding land and financing costs.
Estimated in proportion to new investment.
Non-gaming taxes: This includes components such as sales taxes on
non-gaming sales, and property taxes.

The analysis is conducted in constant 2014 dollars.
3.1.3 Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
The Existing CT Casinos are operated in accordance with compacts between the
tribes and the State of Connecticut. The gaming revenue contribution specified in
each compact may be summarized as the lesser of two amounts:
•
•

30% of gross revenues from slot machines; or,
the greater of (a) 25% of gross revenues from slot machines or (b) $80.0
million.

This formula for each tribe’s revenue contribution therefore equates to the
following calculation:
•
•
•

If annual slot revenue is below $266.7 million (rounded), the revenue
contribution is equivalent to 30% of slot revenue;
If annual slot revenue is between $266.7 million (rounded) and $320
million, the revenue contribution is a flat $80 million;
If annual slot revenue is above $320 million, the revenue contribution is
equivalent to 25% of slot revenue.
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The tribes make an additional revenue contribution based on promotional activity,
also referred to as free play. This free play contribution totalled $5.6 million in
2014, equivalent to 0.53% of slot revenue. For the purpose of this analysis, to
simplify the presentation of the results, we have excluded this free play
contribution in the calculation of future revenue contributions.
The recent Special Act legislation opening the door to an expansion of gaming in
Connecticut does not specify a gaming revenue contribution calculation and we
have not conducted a legal interpretation of the compacts as it relates to a satellite
casino operated by the Joint Tribal Entity. It is important to note that any new
casino developed as a result of the Special Act would have commercial status and
would not be governed by a tribal compact. However, because no tax or revenue
sharing contribution is stipulated in the Special Act, for the purpose of this analysis,
we have assumed that the slot revenue at a Satellite Casino operated by the Joint
Tribal Entity would be split equally between the two tribes and incorporated into
each tribe’s aggregate slot revenue for the purpose of calculating the gaming
revenue contribution to the State.
3.1.4 Economic impacts
Direct spending at casinos generates broader economic impacts through
downstream demand for goods and services and as employees spend their wages
in the regional economy. In Oxford’s approach, the estimated direct effects based
on the financial model are used as inputs to an economic impact model used to
quantify the broader economic benefits. In this approach, there are three main
components of a project’s overall economic impact:
•

•

•

Direct impacts include the direct visitor spending generated on-site. Initial
construction of new casinos also represents a direct impact, and has been
reported separately.
Indirect impacts include downstream supplier industry impacts. Casinos
typically purchase a range of third-party goods and services, including for
example, food, beverages, and utilities; maintenance, repair or cleaning
services; and legal, marketing and other professional and financial
services.
Induced impacts arise as employees spend their wages in the local
economy. For example, casino employees spend money on rent,
transportation, food and beverage, and entertainment.

To conduct the economic impact analysis, Oxford used a customized model based
on the IMPLAN modeling system, a well-respected economic impact analysis tool,
to quantify key relationships in the local economy. The IMPLAN model traces the
flow of direct expenditures through the local economy and their effects on
employment, wages, and taxes. IMPLAN also quantifies the indirect (supplier) and
induced (income) impacts. For example, when a visitor purchases a meal at a
casino restaurant, a portion of the sale supports wages for casino employees,
while a portion of the sale may consist of locally produced food and beverages.
The IMPLAN model captures these types of relationships based on a structured
analysis of economic statistics. Additionally, the IMPLAN model reflects the typical
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levels of federal, state and local taxes generated by specific types of economic
activity.
Oxford applied an analysis-by-parts approach in the IMPLAN analysis. In this
approach, Oxford estimated the direct impacts of casino operations in terms of
output, employment, labor income, and gaming revenue contribution. We also
estimated purchases from vendors. We then used the IMPLAN model to estimate
the indirect and induced effects associated with casino employment, purchases
from vendors, and gaming revenue contributions.
Casino operations reflect an ongoing level of annual activity. In this study, Oxford
used estimated 2019 performance as the year of analysis. However, construction
spending associated with the development of a new casino would tend to be
spread over multiple years, and would occur in advance of 2019. For the purpose
of this analysis, it was important to also report the economic impacts of new
investment in the expansion scenarios so that net impacts could be readily
assessed. To make this adjustment, Oxford converted construction impacts to
annualized levels by dividing by a normalization factor of approximately 10. In this
approach, approximately 10 annual construction jobs are set as equivalent to one
job supported for multiple years by ongoing activity.13
3.2 SCENARIO RESULTS
3.2.1 Actual historical and baseline with MA and NY
To provide a basis for comparison, we estimated historical impacts associated with
the Existing CT Casinos for calendar year 2014. We estimate that Foxwoods and
Mohegan together generated $1.9 billion of direct expenditures, which is
equivalent in this analysis to net revenue, as summarized in the following table.
This included $1.6 billion of gaming revenue. These represent our estimates of
calendar year performance based on financial results reported by each facility for
the fiscal year ending September 2014, adjusted to a calendar year basis using
slot revenue reported for the final three months of the year. We made similar
adjustments to the employment levels reported by each facility to estimate direct
employment during 2014 of approximately 13,797.14 Because these estimates are
based on financial statements for the commercial enterprises that operate each
casino, they exclude certain patron expenditures and jobs (e.g. jobs at
independently operated leased retail stores).

13

This factor is consistent with principles of cost-benefit analysis, in which a discount rate is used to put impacts on a
common footing. Specifically, we used a normalization factor of 10.6. This is based on a seven percent discount rate,
which is a baseline assumption for analysis of social benefits. At a seven percent discount rate, one job sustained for
five years is equivalent to 10.6 jobs sustained for a single year.
14
On a fiscal year basis, the combined facilities reported 13,905 jobs (Foxwoods at 6,700 and Mohegan Sun at
7,205).
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Fig. 9: Scenario summary - Actual and baseline with MA and NY
Actual and Baseline with MA and NY
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Actual
Historical
(2014)

With MANY (2019)

Difference

Gaming Summary
Gaming Revenue
Direct Casino Jobs
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT

$1,618
13,797
$272

$966
9,266
$173

($652)
(4,531)
($100)

Total Economic Output
Direct Expenditures
Indirect and Induced Expend.

$3,206
$1,870
$1,336

$2,036
$1,116
$920

($1,171)
($755)
($416)

Total Labor Income
Direct Labor Income
Indirect Labor Income

$1,201
$584
$617

$803
$384
$419

($397)
($200)
($198)

Total Jobs
Direct Casino Jobs
Indirect Jobs

23,735
13,797
9,938

15,699
9,266
6,433

(8,037)
(4,531)
(3,505)

$622
$272
$84
$265

$403
$173
$56
$174

($219)
($100)
($28)
($91)

Economic Impact Analysis

Total Fiscal (Tax) Impacts
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
State and Local Taxes
Federal Taxes
Source: Strategic Market Avisors; Oxford Economics

During 2014, the Existing CT Casinos paid $272 million in gaming revenue
contributions to Connecticut (including a $5.6 million contribution on free play), and
generated an estimated $584 million of direct labor income. We estimate that the
indirect effects of the Existing CT Casinos, including for example purchases of
inputs from Connecticut-based vendors and the induced impacts as casino
employees spend a portion of their wages and salaries within the state, generated
an additional 9,938 jobs in Connecticut.
With the competitive impacts of expanded gaming in Massachusetts and New
York, gaming revenue at the Existing CT Casinos is expected to decline to
approximately $966 million. We anticipate that non-gaming revenue will also
decline significantly due to decreased patron volumes, and as the Existing CT
Casinos reduce non-gaming amenities to help contain operating costs. Reductions
to gaming department staff, and all other aspects of property operations, are
expected to result in the loss of 4,531 direct casino jobs and $200 million of direct
labor income. In percentage terms, reductions to employment and labor income
are not expected to be as severe as the reduction in gaming revenue, as a portion
of operating activities are considered fixed costs, with less capacity to be cut.
The annual gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut is expected to be reduced
to $173 million. Indirect impacts are expected to be similarly impacted.
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3.2.2 Scenario 1 - Proposed North Central CT Casino
The first expansion scenario we considered assumed the Proposed Casino would
be located in North Central Connecticut. This scenario is the same as one of the
two scenarios evaluated in Pyramid’s April 2015 report. Our estimates for this
scenario are summarized below.
•

Proposed North Central CT Casino: We assumed the Proposed North
Central CT Casino would generate $301 million of gaming revenue in
2019. Including non-gaming revenue, we estimate $322 million of total net
revenue. At this level of performance, we estimate the Proposed North
Central CT Casino would support 1,926 direct casino jobs. We estimate
the new investment associated with developing this facility would total
approximately $553 million. We estimate total direct jobs, including both
the direct casino jobs as well as an allocation of initial construction
employment, would total 2,152, with $103 million of direct labor income.
We estimate that under operation by the Joint Tribal Entity, the Proposed
North Central CT Casino would generate an incremental $41 million of
gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut annually. We prepared this
estimate by first calculating the gaming revenue contribution for the
Existing CT Casinos based on the assumed revenue level of each facility
in this scenario. This is shown as the $148 million revenue contribution to
Connecticut by the Existing CT Casinos. We then added one-half of the
estimated slot revenue at the Proposed North Central CT Casino to each
of the Existing CT Casinos, and recalculated gaming revenue contributions
under the existing compacts. This calculation supported an increase of $41
million, which we have referred to as the incremental gaming revenue
contribution to Connecticut attributable to the Proposed North Central CT
Casino.

•

Existing CT Casinos: The Existing CT Casinos are assumed to generate
$825 million of gaming revenue in this scenario, representing a decrease
of $141 million relative to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY. At this
performance level, we estimate the Existing CT Casinos would reduce
direct casino employment to approximately 8,453 jobs, with $347 million of
direct labor income. We estimate the gaming revenue contribution
attributable to these facilities would total $148 million.
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•

Net Impact to Connecticut: To calculate the net impact to Connecticut of
this scenario, we summed the impacts of the Proposed North Central CT
Casino and the Existing CT Casinos, and compared this total to the impact
of the Existing CT Casinos estimated under the Baseline Scenario with MA
and NY. For example, we estimate the direct casino jobs supported in this
scenario would total approximately 10,380. This represents a net increase
of 1,114 jobs relative to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY. This is
equivalent to the 1,926 direct casino jobs estimated for the Proposed
North Central CT Casino, minus the loss of 813 jobs at the Existing CT
Casinos. In terms of direct casino jobs, each 100 jobs generated by the
Proposed North Central CT Casino corresponds to a loss of 42 jobs at the
Existing CT Casinos.
Overall, after including indirect effects, the net impact to Connecticut in this
scenario is estimated at $300 million of business output, which is
equivalent to business sales; 2,081 jobs with $113 million of labor income;
$16 million of additional gaming revenue contributions; and $17 million of
other state and local fiscal impacts.

Fig. 10: Scenario 1 – Proposed North Central CT Casino (2019)
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Baseline with
MA-NY
Existing CT
Casinos

Scenario 1: North Central CT
North
Existing plus
Central CT Existing CT
North
Casino
Casinos
Central

Difference
Impact To
Net Impact Existing CT
to CT
Casinos

Gaming Summary
Gaming Revenue
Direct Casino Jobs
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT

$966
9,266
$173

$301
1,926
$41

$825
8,453
$148

$1,125
10,380
$189

$160
1,114
$16

($141)
(813)
($25)

$2,036
1,116
920

$572
359
213

$1,764
948
815

$2,336
1,307
1,029

$300
191
109

($272)
(167)
(105)

$803
384
419

$200
103
98

$716
347
369

$917
450
467

$113
65
48

($87)
(37)
(50)

15,699
9,266
6,433

3,650
2,152
1,498

14,129
8,453
5,676

17,779
10,606
7,174

2,081
1,340
741

(1,569)
(813)
(756)

$403
173
56
174

$109
41
23
45

$353
148
50
155

$462
189
73
200

$59
16
17
26

($50)
(25)
(6)
(19)

$0

$553

$0

$553

$553

$0

Economic Impact Analysis
Total Economic Output
Direct Expenditures
Indirect and Induced Expenditures
Total Labor Income
Direct Labor Income
Indirect Labor Income
Total Jobs
Direct Jobs
Indirect Jobs
Total Fiscal (Tax) Impacts
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
State and Local Taxes
Federal Taxes
New Investment
Source: Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics
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3.2.1 Scenario 2 - Proposed Southwest CT Casino
The second expansion scenario we considered assumed the Proposed Casino
would be located in Southwest Connecticut, along the Interstate 95 corridor
between Greenwich and Bridgeport. Our estimates in this scenario are
summarized below.
•

Proposed Southwest CT Casino: Based on the gaming revenue
analysis, we assumed the Proposed Southwest CT Casino would generate
$712 million of gaming revenue in 2019. Including non-gaming revenue,
we estimate $761.9 million of total net revenue. At this level of
performance, we estimate the Proposed Southwest CT Casino would
support approximately 4,923 direct casino jobs. We estimate the new
investment associated with developing this facility would total
approximately $1.1 billion, bringing annualized direct expenditures
including construction to $833 million.15 We estimate total direct jobs,
including both the direct casino jobs as well as an allocation of initial
construction employment, would total 5,366, with $253 million of direct
labor income.
We estimate that under operation by the Joint Tribal Entity, the Proposed
Southwest CT Casino would generate an incremental $102 million of
gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut annually. We prepared this
estimate by first calculating the gaming revenue contribution for the
Existing CT Casinos based on the assumed revenue level of each facility
in this scenario. This is shown as the $141 million revenue contribution to
CT by the Existing CT Casinos. We then added one-half of the estimated
slot revenue at the Proposed Southwest CT Casino to each of the Existing
CT Casinos, and recalculated gaming revenue contributions under the
existing compacts. This calculation supported an increase of $102 million,
which we have referred to as the incremental gaming revenue contribution
to Connecticut attributable to the Proposed Southwest Casino.

•

Existing CT Casinos: The Existing CT Casinos are assumed to generate
$716 million of gaming revenue in this scenario, representing a decrease
of $462 million relative to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY. At this
performance level, we estimated the Existing CT Casinos would reduce
direct casino employment to approximately 7,420 jobs, with $305 million of
direct labor income. We estimate the gaming revenue contribution
attributable to these facilities would total $141 million.

•

Net Impact to CT: To calculate the net impact to Connecticut of this
scenario, we summed the impacts of the Proposed Southwest CT Casino
and the Existing CT Casinos, and compared this total to the impact

15

As a basis for comparison, MGM estimates the cost of its MGM Springfield casino project in Massachusetts at
$950 million and its MGM National Harbor casino project in Maryland at $1.3 billion.
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estimated under the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY. For example, we
estimate the direct casino jobs supported in this scenario would total
approximately 12,343. This represents a net increase of 3,077 jobs relative
to the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY. This is equivalent to the 4,923
direct casino jobs estimated for the Proposed Southwest CT Casino,
minus the loss of 1,846 jobs at the Existing CT Casinos. In terms of direct
casino jobs, each 100 jobs generated by the Proposed Southwest CT
Casino corresponds to a loss of 38 jobs at the Existing CT Casinos.
Overall, after including indirect effects, the net impact to Connecticut in this
scenario is estimated at $845 million of business output, which is
equivalent to business sales; 5,735 jobs with $318 million of labor income;
$70 million of additional gaming revenue contributions and $42 million of
other state and local fiscal impacts.
Fig. 11: Scenario 2 – Proposed Southwest CT Casino (2019)
Monetary amounts in millions of 2014 dollars

Baseline with
MA-NY
Existing CT
Casinos

Scenario 2: Southwest CT

Difference

Existing CT
Southwest Existing CT Casinos plus
CT Casino
Casinos
SW CT

Impact To
Net Impact Existing CT
to CT
Casinos

Gaming Summary
Gaming Revenue
Direct Casino Jobs
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT

$966
9,266
$173

$712
4,923
$102

$716
7,420
$141

$1,428
12,343
$243

$462
3,077
$70

($250)
(1,846)
($32)

$2,036
1,116
920

$1,343
833
509

$1,538
820
718

$2,880
1,654
1,227

$845
538
307

($498)
(295)
(203)

$803
384
419

$488
253
235

$634
305
329

$1,121
557
564

$318
173
145

($170)
(80)
(90)

15,699
9,266
6,433

8,965
5,366
3,599

12,468
7,420
5,049

21,433
12,786
8,647

5,735
3,520
2,215

(3,230)
(1,846)
(1,384)

$403
173
56
174

$266
102
53
111

$324
141
45
139

$590
243
98
249

$187
70
42
75

($79)
(32)
(11)
(36)

$0

$1,084

$0

$1,084

$1,084

$0

Economic Impact Analysis
Total Economic Output
Direct Expenditures
Indirect and Induced Expenditures
Total Labor Income
Direct Labor Income
Indirect Labor Income
Total Jobs
Direct Jobs
Indirect Jobs
Total Fiscal (Tax) Impacts
Gaming Revenue Contribution to CT
State and Local Taxes
Federal Taxes
New Investment
Source: Strategic Market Advisors; Oxford Economics
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4. OBSERVATIONS ON PYRAMID
ANALYSIS
We note the following observations on the Pyramid April 2015 analysis.
•

Pyramid did not adjust for the expected negative impact of the
Proposed North Central CT Casino on the Existing CT Casinos.
Because the Pyramid analysis does not incorporate such an adjustment, it
fails to present an effective analysis of the net impact to Connecticut. For
example, we estimate that in terms of direct casino jobs, each 100 jobs
generated by the Proposed North Central CT Casino corresponds to a loss
of 42 jobs at the Existing CT Casinos. In contrast, the Pyramid results
highlight the jobs gained at the new facility without considering offsetting
impacts. It is unusual that Pyramid explicitly analyses the impact to the
Existing CT Casinos of new casinos in Massachusetts and New York, but
then ignores the same type of impact when it relates to one or more new
casinos in Connecticut.

•

Pyramid estimated the gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut
based on an assumed payment rate of 25% of slot revenue without
discussing implications of existing compacts. In our analysis, we
estimate the incremental gaming revenue contribution to Connecticut in
the context of the existing compacts. We do this by assuming the slot
revenue of the Proposed North Central CT Casino is split equally and
added to the individual revenue of Foxwoods and Mohegan Sun. Because,
in this scenario, the Existing CT Casinos are anticipated to be operating
below the revenue threshold required to generate a full 25% gaming
revenue contribution, this assumption results in a lower effective gaming
revenue contribution from the Proposed North Central CT facility
(equivalent to 20.6% of slot revenue) than in the Pyramid analysis, which
assumes 25% of slot revenue without discussing implications of the
existing compacts.

•

Pyramid was not commissioned to identify the geographic location
for a Proposed Casino that would maximize economic benefits for
Connecticut. As a result, Pyramid did not estimate the potential
performance of a single casino in Southwest Connecticut. In its April
2015 research, Pyramid was commissioned to consider two expansion
scenarios, one which estimates the performance of a casino in north
central Connecticut and the other which analyzes a scenario in which three
Connecticut casinos are developed (north central, southwest, and west).
Because the single casino expansion scenario considered by Pyramid
assumes a location in north central Connecticut, it arrives at gaming
revenue estimates and economic impacts that are likely lower than would
have been estimated if Pyramid had assumed the casino would be located
29
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in southwest Connecticut. We base this observation on the analysis by
SMA, which estimates the potential for $712 million of gaming revenue at a
Proposed Southwest CT Casino, which is greater than Pyramid’s
estimates of $301 million of gaming revenue at a Proposed North Central
CT Casino. Separately, in the three casino scenario, there is the potential
that Pyramid has underestimated the potential gaming revenue that could
be generated. While SMA did not analyze a scenario with three additional
casinos, we note that the SMA estimate of $712 million of gaming revenue
at a Proposed Southwest CT Casino is substantially higher than Pyramid
estimated in aggregate for three casinos (north central, southwest, and
west).
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5. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The following summarizes key findings and policy considerations.
(1) Each of the scenarios with expanded Connecticut gaming creates net
new tax revenue, jobs, and other economic impacts for Connecticut;
however, the positive impacts of new casinos cause reductions at the
Existing CT Casinos. As gaming patrons shift some visits to more convenient
facilities, revenue is expected to decline, resulting in job losses. As a result,
policy discussions should focus not just on performance of any additional
Connecticut casinos, but also on the more important net impact to Connecticut
after considering losses at Existing CT Casinos.
(4) When considered on a net impact basis, and in the context of the existing
tribal compacts, the addition of a single casino in North Central
Connecticut offers relatively limited fiscal benefits for Connecticut. We
estimate the net fiscal impact of a Proposed North Central CT Casino at $16
million of incremental gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut, and $17
million of additional state and local taxes. This results from two primary factors.
• First, each dollar of gaming revenue at the Proposed North Central CT
Casino is expected to be offset by an approximately $0.47 decline at
the Existing CT Casinos. This weighs heavily on the potential for a
casino in a North Central location to generate incremental gaming
revenue contributions to Connecticut.
• Second, there is the potential that the gaming revenue contribution
would be calculated within the context of the existing tribal compacts.
Based on the estimates prepared by SMA, we anticipate that in the
Baseline Scenario with MA and NY, at least one of the Existing CT
Casinos would be making revenue contributions to Connecticut based
on a minimum payment term in the compact. As a result, a portion of
incremental revenue generated at an additional casino wouldn’t result in
increased revenue contributions to Connecticut.16

16

As additional background on this observation, we anticipate that at least one of the Existing CT Casinos would
generate annual slot revenues of less than $320 million in the Baseline Scenario with MA and NY. At this level, the
tribe controlling the casino would make a minimum revenue contribution of $80 million to Connecticut. Even if the
tribe generated additional slot revenue at a new Connecticut casino, only the portion that raised the tribe’s annual
slot revenue above $320 million would generate incremental revenue contributions.
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(5) The addition of a single casino in Southwest Connecticut offers more
than two and a half times the net benefits to Connecticut of adding a
casino in North Central Connecticut. This holds true in terms of total jobs
(approximately 5,800 jobs for Southwest, compared to 2,100 for North Central,
2.8 times), labor income ($318 million compared to $113 million, 2.8 times),
economic output, also referred to as business sales ($845 million compared to
$300 million, 2.8 times), gaming revenue contributions to Connecticut ($70
million compared to $16 million, 4.3 times), and state and local taxes excluding
gaming revenue contributions ($42 million compared to $17 million, 2.4 times).
This occurs primarily for two reasons.
• First, a casino in Southwest Connecticut would have access to a much
deeper market, pulling from the greater New York metro area. It would
therefore be anticipated to generate significantly greater gaming
revenue than a casino in North Central Connecticut ($712 million
compared to $300 million).
• Second, because a Southwest Connecticut casino overlaps less with
the markets served by the Existing CT Casinos, the offset effect is
proportionately less. Based on SMA’s gaming revenue estimates, we
estimate that each $1 of gaming revenue at the Proposed Southwest
CT Casino would be offset by an approximately $0.35 decline in
gaming revenue at Existing CT Casinos, as compared to an
approximately $0.47 offset for the Proposed North Central CT Casino.
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6. APPENDIX A: BENCHMARKS
6.1 CASINO BENCHARKS

Fig. 12: Casino benchmark examples
Low tax

High tax
Sands Mohegan Resorts
Sun
World
BethlePoconos
NYC
hem

Monticello
Casino

Las
Vegas
Strip

Atlantic
City

MGM
Detroit

NV

NJ

MI

Gross gaming revenue

$5,294

$2,742

$561

$775

$859

$470

$263

$808

$59

Net revenue
Gaming
Non-gaming
Net revenue
Labor and other operating expenses
Gaming taxes
EBITDA
Cash flow to operator and gaming taxes

$5,294
7,495
12,789
9,449
434
2,906
$3,340

$2,230
596
2,827
2,259
227
341
$568

$483
48
530
340
45
145
$190

$775
114
889
614
128
147
$275

$855
140
995
598
146
251
$398

$470
34
504
203
181
120
$301

$263
33
297
117
129
51
$179

$808
40
848
205
566
78
$644

$62
3
65
31
35
(1)
$34

$0.41
0.59
1.00
0.74

$0.79
0.21
1.00
0.80

$0.91
0.09
1.00
0.64

$0.87
0.13
1.00
0.69

$0.86
0.14
1.00
0.60

$0.93
0.07
1.00
0.40

$0.89
0.11
1.00
0.40

$0.95
0.05
1.00
0.24

$0.95
0.05
1.00
0.48

Gaming taxes
EBITDA
Cash flow to operator and gaming taxes

0.03
0.23
0.26

0.08
0.12
0.20

0.09
0.27
0.36

0.14
0.17
0.31

0.15
0.25
0.40

0.36
0.24
0.60

0.43
0.17
0.60

0.67
0.09
0.76

0.53
(0.02)
0.52

Ratio
Effective tax rate (Gaming taxes / gross
gaming revenue)

8.2%

8.3%

8.1%

16.5%

17.1%

38.5%

48.8%

70.0%

59.0%

State

Mohegan
Foxwoods
Sun
CT

CT

PA

PA

NY

NY

Amounts in millions, 2014

Amount per $1 of net revenue
Gaming
Non-gaming
Net revenue
Labor and other operating expenses

Note: Figures reflect publically available information and Oxford Economics estimates.
(1) Atlantic City gaming taxes shown are lower than 8.5% as they reflect only the portion of CRDA obligation expensed by casinos in 2014.
(2) Mohegan Sun and Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs reflect the year ending September 2014.
Source: Gaming control boards; public company filings; Oxford Economics
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7. APPENDIX B: SMA DISCLAIMER
Certain information included in this report contains forward-looking estimates,
projections and/or statements. Strategic Market Advisors has based these
projections, estimates and/or statements on our current expectations about future
events. These forward-looking items include statements that reflect our existing
beliefs and knowledge regarding the operating environment, existing trends,
existing plans, objectives, goals, expectations, anticipations, results of operations,
future performance and business plans.
Further, statements that include the words "may," "could," "should," "would,"
"believe," "expect," "anticipate," "estimate," "intend," "plan," “project,” or other
words or expressions of similar meaning have been utilized. These statements
reflect our judgment on the date they are made and we undertake no duty to
update such statements in the future.
Although we believe that the expectations in these reports are reasonable, any or
all of the estimates or projections in this report may prove to be incorrect. To the
extent possible, we have attempted to verify and confirm estimates and
assumptions used in this analysis. However, some assumptions inevitably will not
materialize as a result of inaccurate assumptions or as a consequence of known or
unknown risks and uncertainties and unanticipated events and circumstances,
which may occur. Consequently, actual results achieved during the period covered
by our analysis will vary from our estimates and the variations may be material. As
such, Strategic Market Advisors accepts no liability in relation to the estimates
provided herein.
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